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Abstract4

Mendelian Randomisation (MR), an increasingly popular method that estimates the5

causal e↵ects of risk factors on complex human traits, has seen several extensions that relax6

its basic assumptions. However, most of these extensions su↵er from two major limitations;7

their under-exploitation of genome-wide markers, and sensitivity to the presence of a heri-8

table confounder of the exposure-outcome relationship. To overcome these limitations, we9

propose a Latent Heritable Confounder MR (LHC-MR) method applicable to association10

summary statistics, which estimates bi-directional causal e↵ects, direct heritabilities, and11

confounder e↵ects while accounting for sample overlap. We demonstrate that LHC-MR out-12

performs several existing MR methods in a wide range of simulation settings and apply it to13

summary statistics of 13 complex traits. Besides several concordant results, LHC-MR un-14

ravelled new mechanisms (how being diagnosed for certain diseases might lead to improved15

lifestyle) and revealed new causal e↵ects (e.g. HDL cholesterol being protective against high16

systolic blood pressure), hidden from standard MR methods due to a heritable confounder of17

opposite direction. Phenome-wide MR search suggested that the confounders indicated by18

LHC-MR for the birth weight-diabetes pair are likely to be obesity traits. Finally, LHC-MR19

results indicated that genetic correlations are predominantly driven by bi-directional causal20

e↵ects and much less so by heritable confounders.21
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1 Introduction22

The identification of frequent risk factors and the quantification of their impact on common23

diseases is a central quest for public health policy makers. Epidemiological studies aim to address24

this issue, but they are most often based on observational data due to its abundance over the25

years. Despite major methodological advances, a large majority of such studies have inherent26

limitations and su↵er from confounding and reverse causation[1, 2]. For these reasons, many of27

the reported associations found in classical epidemiological studies are mere correlates of disease28

risk, rather than causal factors directly involved in disease progression. Due to this limitation,29

additional evidence is required before developing public health interventions in a bid to reduce30

the future burden of diseases. While well-designed and carefully conducted randomised control31

trials (RCTs) remain the gold standard for causal inference, they are exceedingly expensive,32

time-consuming, may not be feasible for ethical reasons, and have high failure rates[3, 4].33

Mendelian randomisation (MR), a natural genetic counterpart to RCTs, is an instrumental34

variable (IV) technique used to infer the strength of a causal relationship between a risk factor35

(X) and an outcome (Y )[5]. To do so, it uses genetic variants (G) as instruments and relies36

on three major assumptions (see Figure S1): (1) Relevance – G is robustly associated with37

the exposure. (2) Exchangeability – G is not associated with any confounder of the exposure-38

outcome relationship. (3) Exclusion restriction – G is independent of the outcome conditional39

on the exposure and all confounders of the exposure-outcome relationship (i.e. the only path40

between the instrument and the outcome is via the exposure).41

The advantage of the MR approach is that for most heritable exposures, dozens (if not hundreds)42

of genetic instruments are known to date thanks to well-powered genome-wide association studies43

(GWASs). Each instrument can provide a causal e↵ect estimate, which can be combined with44

others, by using an inverse variance-weighting (IVW) scheme (e.g. Burgess et al.
[6]). However,45

the last assumption is particularly problematic, because genetic variants tend to be pleiotropic,46

i.e. exert e↵ect on multiple traits independently. Still, it can be shown that if the instrument47

strength is independent of the direct e↵ect on the outcome (InSIDE assumption) and the direct48

e↵ects are on average zero, IVW-based methods will still yield consistent estimates. Methods,49

such as MR-Egger[7], produce consistent estimates even if direct e↵ects are allowed to have a50

non-zero o↵set. The third assumption can be further reduced to assuming that > 50% of the51

instruments (or in terms of their weight) are valid (median-based estimators[8]) or that zero-52

pleiotropy instruments are the most frequent (mode-based estimators[9]).53

The InSIDE assumption (i.e. horizontal pleiotropic e↵ects (G ! Y ) are independent of the54

direct e↵ect (G ! X)) is reasonable if the pleiotropic path G ! Y does not branch o↵ to X.55

However, if there is such a branching o↵, the variable representing the split is a confounder of56

the X � Y relationship and we fall back on the violation of the second assumption (exchange-57

ability), making it the most problematic. Therefore, in this paper, we extend the standard MR58

model to incorporate the presence of a latent (i.e. unmeasured) heritable confounder (U) and59

estimate its contribution to traits X and Y , while simultaneously estimating the bi-directional60

causal e↵ect between the two traits. Standard MR methods are vulnerable to such heritable61

confounders, since any genetic marker directly associated with the confounder may be selected62

as an instrument for the exposure. However, such instruments will have a direct e↵ect on the63

outcome that is correlated to their instrument strength, violating the InSIDE assumption and64

biasing the causal e↵ect estimate.65

The outline of the paper is as follows: first, the extended MR model is introduced and the66

likelihood function for the observed genome-wide summary statistics (for X and Y ) is derived.67

We then test and compare the method against conventional and more advanced (such as CAUSE68
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[10] and MR RAPS [11]) MR approaches through extensive simulation settings, including several69

violations of the model assumptions. Finally, the approach is applied to association summary70

statistics (based on the UK Biobank and meta-analysis studies) of 13 complex traits to re-assess71

all pairwise bi-directional causal relationships between them.72

2 Methods73

2.1 The underlying structural equation model74

Let X and Y denote continuous random variables representing two complex traits. Let us75

assume (for simplicity) that there is one heritable confounder U of these traits. To simplify76

notation we assume that E(X) = E(Y ) = E(U) = 0 and V ar(X) = V ar(Y ) = V ar(U) = 1.77

The genome-wide sequence data for M sequence variants is denoted by G = (G1, G2, . . . , GM ).78

The aim of our work is to dissect the e↵ects of the heritable confounding factor U from the79

bi-directional causal e↵ects of these two traits (X and Y ). For this we consider a model (see80

Figure 1) defined by the following equations:81

X = qx · U + ↵y!xY + G · �x + ex with ex ⇠ N (0, ⌫2
x)

Y = qy · U + ↵x!yX + G · �y + ey with ey ⇠ N (0, ⌫2
y)

U = G · �u + eu with eu ⇠ N (0, ⌫2
u)

where �x,�y,�u 2 RM denote the (true multivariable) direct e↵ect of all M genetic variants82

on X, Y and U , respectively. All error terms (ex, ey and eu) are assumed to be independent of83

each other and normally distributed with variances ⌫2
x, ⌫

2
y and ⌫2

u, respectively.84

�x
↵x!y

↵y!x

qx qy

�u

�y

G X Y

U

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the extended structural equation model (SEM). X

and Y are two complex traits under scrutiny with a latent (heritable) confounder U with causal e↵ects

qx and qy on them. G represents a genetic instrument, with e↵ects �x, �y and �u, respectively. Traits

X and Y have causal e↵ects on each other, which are denoted by ↵x!y and ↵y!x.

Note that we do not include in the model reverse causal e↵ects on the confounder (X ! U and85

Y ! U). The reason for this is the following: Let sx and sy denote those causal e↵ect of X and86

Y on U . We can see that by reparameterising the original model to ↵0
x!y := ↵x!y + sx · qy,87

↵0
y!x := ↵y!x+sy ·qx and q0x := qx/(1�qx ·sx), q0y := qy/(1�qy ·sy), the genetic e↵ects produced88

by the extended model with reverse causal e↵ects on U and the simpler model (Figure 1) with89

the updated parameters are indistinguishable. Thus these extra parameters are not identifiable90
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and the reparameterisation means that ↵x!y and ↵y!x in our model represent the total causal91

e↵ects, some of which may be mediated by U .92

Note that the model cannot be represented by classical directed acyclic graphs, as the bi-93

directional causal e↵ects could form a cycle. However, the equations can be reorganised to94

avoid recursive formulation as follows:95

X = qx · U + ↵y!x · (qy · U + ↵x!yX + G · �y + ey) + G · �x + ex

Y = qy · U + ↵x!y · (qx · U + ↵y!xY + G · �x + ex) + G · �y + ey

U = G · �u + eu

Regrouping the terms gives96

(1 � ↵y!x↵y!x) · X = (qx + ↵y!x · qy) · U + ↵y!x(G · �y) + G · �x + (ex + ↵y!x · ey)

(1 � ↵y!x↵y!x) · Y = (qy + ↵x!y · qx) · U + ↵x!y(G · �x) + G · �y + (ey + ↵x!y · ex)

U = G · �u + eu

Substituting U into the first two equations yields97

X =
qx + ↵y!x · qy
1 � ↵y!x↵y!x

· (G · �u) +
↵y!x

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
(G · �y) +

1

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
(G · �x) + ✏x

Y =
qy + ↵x!y · qx
1 � ↵y!x↵y!x

· (G · �u) +
↵x!y

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
(G · �x) +

1

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
(G · �y) + ✏y

with98

✏x :=
ex + ↵y!x · ey + (qx + ↵y!x · qy) · eu

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
⇠ N (0, ix)

✏y :=
ey + ↵x!y · ex + (qy + ↵x!y · qx) · eu

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
⇠ N (0, iy)

where ix := (⌫2
x + ↵2

y!x⌫
2
y + (qx + ↵y!xqy)⌫2

u)/(1 � ↵x!y↵y!x)2 and iy := (⌫2
y + ↵2

x!y⌫
2
x +99

(qy + ↵x!yqx)⌫2
u)/(1 � ↵x!y↵y!x)2. Note that ix is equivalent to the LD score regression100

intercept[12].101

We model the genetic architecture of these direct e↵ects with a spike-and-slab distribution,102

assuming that only 0  ⇡x, ⇡y, ⇡u  1 proportion of the genome have a direct e↵ect on X, Y, U ,103

respectively and these direct e↵ects come from a Gaussian distribution. Namely,104

�x = ⇣x � x with x ⇠ N (0, �2
x · I) and ⇣x ⇠ Bm(1, ⇡x)

�y = ⇣y � y with y ⇠ N (0, �2
y · I) and ⇣y ⇠ Bm(1, ⇡y)

�u = ⇣u � u with u ⇠ N (0, �2
u · I) and ⇣y ⇠ Bm(1, ⇡u)

Here, � denotes element-wise multiplication and Bm(1, q) the m dimensional independent Bernoulli105

distribution. Further, we assume that all x,y,us are independent of each other and so are106

all ⇣x, ⇣y, ⇣us. We can refer to h2
x := M · ⇡x · �2

x as the direct heritability of X, i.e. independent107

of the genetic basis of U and Y . Similar notation is adapted for U (h2
u := M · ⇡u · �2

u) and Y108

(h2
y := M · ⇡y · �2

y). Note that when qx = 0 and qy 6= 0 (or vice versa), this means that there is109

no confounder U present, but the genetic architecture of Y (or X) can be better described by a110

three component Gaussian mixture distribution.111

We assume that the correlation (across markers) between the direct e↵ects of a genetic variant112

on X, Y and U is zero, i.e. cov(�x,�y) = cov(�x,�u) = cov(�u,�y) = 0. Note that this113
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assumption still allows for a potential correlation between the total e↵ect of G on X and its114

horizontal pleiotropic e↵ect on Y , but only due to the confounder U and through the reverse115

causal e↵ect Y ! X. As we argued above, this is a reasonable assumption, since the most plau-116

sible reason (apart from outcome-dependent sampling, which is out of the scope of this paper)117

for the violation of the InSIDE assumption may be one or more heritable confounder(s).118

For simplicity, we also assume that the set of genetic variants with direct e↵ects on each trait119

overlap only randomly, i.e. the fraction of the genome directly associated with both X and Y120

is ⇡x · ⇡y, etc. This assumption is in line with recent observation that the bulk of observed121

pleiotropy can be explained by extreme polygenicity with random overlap between trait loci[13].122

Note that uncorrelated e↵ects (e.g. cov(�x,�y) = 0) do not ensure that the active variant sets123

overlap randomly, this is a slightly stronger assumption.124

2.2 The observed association summary statistics125

Let us now assume that we observe univariable association summary statistics for these two126

traits from two (potentially overlapping) finite samples Nx and Ny of size nx, ny, respectively.127

In the following, we will derive observed summary statistics in sample Nx and then we will128

repeat the analogous exercise for sample Ny. Let the realisations of X, Y and U be denoted by129

x,y and u 2 Rnx . The genome-wide genetic data is represented by Gx 2 Rnx⇥M and the genetic130

data for a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) k tested for association is gk 2 Rnx . Note the131

distinction between the k-th column of Gx, which is the k-th sequence variant, in contrast to gk,132

which is the k-th SNP tested for association in the GWAS. We assume that all SNP genotypes133

have been standardised to have zero mean and unit variance. The marginal e↵ect size estimate134

for SNP k of trait X can then be written as b�x
k = g0

k ·x/nx, which is a special case of univariable135

standard normal linear regression when both the outcome and the predictor is standardised to136

have zero mean and unit variance[12]. Note that x0 denotes the transposed of the column vector137

x. This can be further transformed as138

b�x
k = g0

k · x/nx

=
qx + ↵y!x · qy
1 � ↵y!x↵y!x

· g0
k · Gx · �u/nx +

↵y!x

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
· g0

k · Gx · �y/nx

+
1

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
· g0

k · Gx · �x/nx + g0
k · ✏x/nx

By denoting the linkage disequilibrium (LD) between variant k and all markers in the genome139

with ⇢k = G 0
x · gk/nx we get140

b�x
k =

qx + ↵y!x · qy
1 � ↵y!x↵y!x

· ⇢0
k · �u +

↵y!x

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
· ⇢0

k · �y +
1

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
· ⇢0

k · �x + ⌘xk

with ⌘xk := g0
k ·✏x/nx ⇠ N (0, ix/nx). Given the above-defined genetic e↵ect size distribution the141

equation becomes142

b�x
k =

qx + ↵y!x · qy
1 � ↵y!x↵y!x

· ⇢0
k · (⇣u � u)| {z }

z
(u)
k

+
↵y!x

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
· ⇢0

k · (⇣y � y)
| {z }

z
(y)
k

+
1

1 � ↵y!x↵y!x
· ⇢0

k · (⇣x � x)| {z }
z
(x)
k

+⌘xk

=
qx + ↵y!x · qy
1 � ↵y!x↵y!x

· z(u)k +
↵y!x

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x
· z(y)k +

1

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x
z(x)k + ⌘xk
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Similarly, assuming that the LD structures (⇢k) in the two samples are comparable, for b�y
k143

estimated in the other sample (Ny) we obtain144

b�y
k =

↵x!y · qx + qy
1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

· z(u)k +
↵x!y

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x
· z(x)k +

1

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x
z(y)k + ⌘yk

with ⌘yk ⇠ N (0, iy/ny).145

Therefore, the joint e↵ect size estimates can be written as146

 
b�x
k
b�y
k

!
=

1

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

✓✓
(↵y!x · qy + qx)
(↵x!y · qx + qy)

◆
z(u)k +

✓
1

↵x!y

◆
z(x)k +

✓
↵y!x

1

◆
z(y)k

◆
+

✓
⌘xk
⌘yk

◆

Following the same rational as the cross-trait LD score regression[14], the noise term distribution147

is readily obtained148

✓
⌘xk
⌘yk

◆
⇠ N

 ✓
0
0

◆
,

 
ix/nx

nx\y

nx·ny
· rx,y

nx\y

nx·ny
· rx,y iy/ny

!!

where rx,y is the observational correlation between variables X and Y and nx\y is the size of149

the overlapping samples for X and Y . Since both nx\y and rx,y cannot be estimated, we simply150

denote ix,y := rx,y · nx\yp
nx·ny

as the only estimated parameter and parameterise the covariance151

term as ix,yp
nx·ny

. Note that ix,y is the cross-trait LD score regression intercept.152

The bivariate probability density function (PDF) of these summary statistics cannot be obtained153

analytically, but in the following we demonstrate that the characteristic function can be derived.154

Let us first compute the characteristic function of this two-dimensional random variable, know-155

ing that z(x)k , z(u)k , z(y)k and (⌘xk , ⌘yk) are independent, hence the characteristic function can be156

factorised:157

'(b�x
k ,

b�y
k)

(v, w) = E
h
exp

⇣
i · (v · b�x

k + w · b�y
k

⌘i

= E

"
exp

 
i ·
 

v ·
 

z(x)k + (↵y!x · qy + qx) · z(u)k + ↵y!x · z(y)k

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x
+ ⌘xk

!
+

+ w ·
 

z(y)k + (↵x!y · qx + qy) · z(u)k + ↵x!y · z(x)k

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x
+ ⌘yk

!!!#

= E


exp

✓
i · z(u)k · v · (↵y!x · qy + qx) + w · (↵x!y · qx + qy)

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

◆�

⇥ E


exp

✓
i · z(x)k · v + ↵x!y · w

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

◆�
· E

exp

✓
i · z(y)k · w + ↵y!x · v

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

◆�

⇥ E
⇥
exp

�
i ·
�
v · ⌘xk + w · ⌘yk

��⇤

= '
z
(u)
k

✓
v · (↵y!x · qy + qx) + w · (↵x!y · qx + qy)

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

◆

⇥ '
z
(x)
k

✓
v + ↵x!y · w

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

◆
· '

z
(y)
k

✓
w + ↵y!x · v

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

◆
· '(⌘xk ,⌘

y
k)

(v, w)

In the following we will work out each of the characteristic functions on the right hand side.158
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2.3 Characteristic functions of z(u)k , z(x)k , z(y)k and (⌘xk , ⌘
y
k)159

It is reasonable to assume that linkage disequilibrium (LD) fades o↵ beyond 1Mb distance. Thus,160

without loss of generality we can assume that non-zero LD does not extend beyond m0 markers161

around the focal variant. Hence we can assume that the length of ⇢k is m0 and only consider162

�x,�y and �u to be of length m0 instead of m. Let us first approximate the distribution of ⇢k163

values following a spike and slab Gaussian mixture, i.e. proportion ⇡k of the m0 SNPs have164

non-zero LD, coming from a Gaussian distribution N (0, �2
k) and the remaining (1�⇡k) fraction165

of the LD values is zero. In mathematical notation166

⇢k = rk � k with rk ⇠ N (0, �2
k · I) and k ⇠ Bm0(1, ⇡k)

Therefore z(u)k can be written of the form167

z(u)k = ⇢0
k · (⇣u � u) = (rk � k)

0 · (⇣u � u) = (rk � ⇣u)0 · ( k � u| {z }
k,u⇠B(1,⇡k·⇡u)

)

=
m0X

j=1

(rk � ⇣u)j · (k,u)j

The PDF of the product of two zero-mean Gaussians (rk and ⇣u) is a modified Bessel function168

of the second kind of order zero (K0(!)) [15], more precisely169

f(rk�⇣u)j (t) =
1/⇡

�u · �k
· K0

✓
|t|

�u · �k

◆

and its characteristic function [16, 17] is170

'0(t) = E(exp(i · t · (rk � ⇣u)j)) =
1q

�2
u · �2

k · t2 + 1

Next, the characteristic function of the product of (rk�⇣u)j and a Bernoulli distributed (k,u)j171

is172

'1(t) = E (exp (i · t · (rk � ⇣u)j) · (k,u)j))

= ⇡k · ⇡u · E(exp(i · t · (rk � ⇣u)j)) + (1 � ⇡k · ⇡u) · E(exp(i · t · 0))

= ⇡k · ⇡u · '0(t) + (1 � ⇡k · ⇡u)

=
⇡k · ⇡uq

�2
u · �2

k · t2 + 1
+ (1 � ⇡k · ⇡u)

Hence the characteristic function of the sum of m0 independent random variables is the product173

of them, we have174

'
z
(u)
k

(t) =

0

@ ⇡k · ⇡uq
�2
u · �2

k · t2 + 1
+ (1 � ⇡k · ⇡u)

1

A
m0
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Finally, we apply a first order Taylor series approximation (around 1) of the log of the charac-175

teristic function in order to speed up computation and improve numerical accuracy176

log('
z
(u)
k

(t)) = m0 · log

0

@ ⇡k · ⇡uq
�2
u · �2

k · t2 + 1
+ (1 � ⇡k · ⇡u)

1

A

= m0 · log

0

@1 � ⇡k · ⇡u ·

0

@1 � 1q
�2
u · �2

k · t2 + 1

1

A

1

A

⇡ �m0 · ⇡k · ⇡u ·

0

@1 � 1q
�2
u · �2

k · t2 + 1

1

A

Analogously, the approximation of the logarithm of the characteristic functions of z(x)k and z(y)k177

is178

log('
z
(x)
k

(t)) ⇡ �m0 · ⇡k · ⇡x ·

0

@1 � 1q
�2
x · �2

k · t2 + 1

1

A

log('
z
(y)
k

(t)) ⇡ �m0 · ⇡k · ⇡y ·

0

@1 � 1q
�2
y · �2

k · t2 + 1

1

A

Since the characteristic function of a centred multivariate Gaussian with variance-covariance179

matrix ⌃ is exp(�(1/2) · t0 · ⌃ · t) we have180

log
⇣
'(⌘xk ,⌘

y
k)

(v, w)
⌘

= �1

2
·
✓

ix
nx

· v2 + 2 · ix,yp
nx · ny

· v · w +
iy
ny

· w2

◆
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2.4 From characteristic function to probability density function181

The final form of the logarithm of the joint characteristic function of the transformed summary182

statistics is183

log
⇣
'(b�x

k ,
b�y
k)

(v, w)
⌘

= log

✓
'
z
(x)
k

✓
v + ↵x!yw

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

◆◆
+ log

✓
'
z
(y)
k

✓
w + ↵y!xv

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x

◆◆

+ log

✓
'
z
(u)
k

✓
v · (↵y!x · qy + qx) + w · (↵x!y · qx + qy

1 � ↵x!y↵y!x
)

◆◆

+ log
⇣
'(⌘xk ,⌘

y
k)

(v, w)
⌘

⇡ �m0 · ⇡k · ⇡x ·

0

BB@1 � 1r
�2
x·�2

k·(v+↵x!yw)2

(1�↵x!y↵y!x)2
+ 1

1

CCA (1)

� m0 · ⇡k · ⇡y ·

0

BB@1 � 1r
�2
y ·�2

k·(w+↵y!xv)2

(1�↵x!y↵y!x)2
+ 1

1

CCA

� m0 · ⇡k · ⇡u ·

0

BB@1 � 1r
�2
u·�2

k·(v·(↵y!x·qy+qx)+w·(↵x!y ·qx+qy))
2

(1�↵x!y↵y!x)2
+ 1

1

CCA

� 1

2
·
✓

ix
nx

· v2 + 2 · ix,yp
nx · ny

· v · w +
iy
ny

· w2

◆

Using the inversion theorem for characteristic functions we can express the joint distribution of184 ⇣
b�x
k , b�y

k

⌘
as185

f(b�x
k ,

b�y
k)

(x, y) =

✓
1

2⇡

◆2

·
Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1
exp(�i · (x · v + y · w)) · '(b�x

k ,
b�y
k)

(v, w) dv dw

This integral can be e�ciently computed by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT, see [18] and186

references within). To speed up computation, we bin SNPs according to their ⇡k and �k values187

(10 ⇥ 10 bins with equidistant centres) and for SNPs in the same bin the PDF function is188

evaluated over a fine grid (27 ⇥ 27 combinations) using the FFT.189

To reduce the number of parameters we define tx := �u · qx and ty := �u · qy since �u and qx are190

separately not identifiable, but only their product is. Similarly ⇡u is unidentifiable, and is set to191

an arbitrary value of 0.1. For improved interpretability, we slightly reparameterise the likelihood192

function by using h2
x := ⇡x ·M ·�2

x, h
2
y := ⇡y ·M ·�2

y . Since di↵erent SNPs are correlated we have to193

estimate the over-counting of each SNP. We choose the same strategy as LD score regression[12]
194

and weigh each SNP by the inverse of its restricted LD score, i.e. wk = 1/
Pm0

j=1 r2jk, where rjk195

is the correlation between GWAS SNPs k and j. The log-likelihood function is, thus, of the196

form197

log

 
L
 
✓|
 
b�x

b�y

!!!
/

KX

k=1

wk · fk
⇣
b�x
k , b�y

k

⌘
(2)

where fk
⇣
b�x
k , b�y

k

⌘
is the log-likelihood function value for SNP k. Parameters {nx, ny, m, �k=1,...,K , ⇡k=1,...,K}198

are known and the other 11 parameters199

✓ = {⇡x, ⇡y, h
2
x, h

2
y, tx, ty, ↵x!y, ↵y!x, ix, iy, ix,y}
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are to be estimated from the observed association summary statistics. In order to speed up200

computation, we can estimate the 11 parameters in two separate steps: the first estimates for201

each trait the parameters ⇡x, ix and ⇡y, iy (SNP polygenicity and LD-score intercept) and the202

total heritability (unlike the direct heritability obtained by the full-model of LHC-MR) by using203

a simplified model with only the trait of interest, without a second trait or confounder, e.g.204

we fit only ⇡x, h2
x and ix using b�x and assume that ⇡x and ix do not change when two traits205

are taken into account. Note that ⇡x may change slightly (decreasing from the total- to direct206

polygenicity), but its value has little impact on the likelihood function. The estimates from the207

first step can then be fixed for the parameter estimation of trait pairs. Since only ⇡x, ix and208

⇡y, iy are fixed, the remaining parameters to estimate are now:209

✓ = {h2
x, h

2
y, tx, ty, ↵x!y, ↵y!x, ix,y}

It is key to note that our approach does not aim to estimate individual (direct or indirect) SNP210

e↵ects, as these are handled as random e↵ects. By replacing U with �U we swap the signs of211

both tx and ty, therefore these parameters are unique only if the sign of one of them is fixed.212

Thus, we will have the following restrictions on the parameter ranges: h2
x, h

2
y, tx are in [0, 1],213

ty, ↵x!y, ↵y!x, ix,y are in [�1, 1].214

2.5 Likelihood maximisation and standard error calculation215

Our method, termed Latent Heritable Confounder Mendelian Randomisation (LHC-MR), max-216

imises this likelihood function to obtain the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). Due to the217

complexity of the likelihood surface, we initialise the maximisation using 50 di↵erent starting218

points, where they come from a uniform distribution within the parameter-specific ranges men-219

tioned above. We then choose parameter estimates corresponding to the highest likelihood of the220

50 runs. Run time depends on the number of iterations during the maximisation procedure, and221

is linear with respect to the number of SNPs. It takes ⇠ 0.25 CPU-minute to fit the complete222

model to 50,000 SNPs with a single starting point.223

Given the particular nature of the underlying directed graph, two di↵erent sets of parameters224

lead to an identical fit of the data, resulting in two global optima. The reason for this is225

the di�culty in distinguishing the ratio of the confounder e↵ects (ty/tx) from the causal e↵ect226

(↵x!y), as illustrated in Figure S2 by the slopes belonging to di↵erent SNP-clusters. More227

rigorously, it can be show that if {hx, hy, ↵x!y, ↵y!x, tx, ty} is an optimum, then so will be228

{h0
x, h

0
y, ↵

0
x!y, ↵

0
y!x, t

0
x, t

0
y}, where229

h0
x = tx + ty · ↵y!x

h0
y = hy

↵0
x!y =

↵x!y + w

1 + ↵y!x · w
↵0
y!x = ↵y!x

t0x = hx · (1 + ↵y!x · w)

t0y = �hx · w

with w = ty/tx (for further derivations, see Supplementary Section 1.1). This allows us to230

directly obtain both optima, even if the optimisation only revealed one of them. It happens231

very often that one of these parameter sets are outside of the allowed ranges and hence can232

be automatically excluded. If not, we keep track of both parameter estimates maximising the233

likelihood function. Note that, we call the one for which the direct heritability is larger than234

the indirect one, i.e. h2
x > t2x, the primary solution. We show that for real data application this235
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solution is far more plausible than the alternative optimum. Finally, note that such bimodality236

can be observed at di↵erent levels: (i) For one given data generation, using multiple starting237

points leads to di↵erent optima; (ii) LHC-MR applied to multiple di↵erent data generations for238

a fixed parameter setting can yield di↵erent optima. Both of these situations are signs of the239

same underlying phenomenon and most often co-occur.240

We implemented the block jackknife procedure that is also used by LD score regression to241

calculate the standard errors. For this we split the genome into 200 jackknife blocks and compute242

MLE in a leave-one-block-out fashion yielding b✓(�i), i = 1, . . . , 200 estimates. The variance243

of the full SNP MLE is then defined as V ar(b✓) := m�m·(1/200)
m·(1/200) · 1

200�1

P200
i=1(

b✓(�i) � b✓)2 =244

P200
i=1(

b✓(�i) � b✓)2.245

2.6 Decomposition of genetic correlation246

Given the starting equations for X and Y we can calculate their genetic correlation. Denoting247

the total (multivariate) genetic e↵ect for X and Y as �x and �y, we can express them as248

follows249

�x = qx · �u + ↵y!x�y + �x

�y = qy · �u + ↵x!y�x + �y

Substituting the second equation to the first yields250

�x = qx · �u + ↵y!x(qy · �u + ↵x!y�x + �y) + �x

= (qx + ↵y!xqy) · �u + (↵y!x↵x!y)�x + ↵y!x�y + �x

= ((qx + ↵y!xqy) · �u + ↵y!x�y + �x) /(1 � ↵y!x↵x!y)

Similarly,251

�y = ((qy + ↵x!yqx) · �u + ↵x!y�x + �y) /(1 � ↵y!x↵x!y)

Thus the genetic covariance is252

E[�x · �y] = ((qx + ↵y!xqy) · �u + ↵y!x�y + �x) ((qy + ↵x!yqx) · �u + ↵x!y�x + �y) /(1 � ↵y!x↵x!y)
2

=
�
(qx + ↵y!xqy)(qy + ↵x!yqx)h

2
u + ↵y!xh

2
y + ↵x!yh

2
x

�
/(1 � ↵y!x↵x!y)

2

=
�
(tx + ↵y!xty)(ty + ↵x!ytx) + ↵y!xh

2
y + ↵x!yh

2
x

�
/(1 � ↵y!x↵x!y)

2

and the heritabilities are253

E[�2x] =
�
(tx + ↵y!xty)

2 + ↵2
y!xh

2
y + h2

x

�
/(1 � ↵y!x↵x!y)

2

E[�2y] =
�
(ty + ↵x!ytx)

2 + ↵2
x!yh

2
x + h2

y

�
/(1 � ↵y!x↵x!y)

2

Therefore the genetic correlation takes the form254

corr(�x, �y) =
(tx + ↵y!xty)(ty + ↵x!ytx) + ↵y!xh2

y + ↵x!yh2
xq�

(tx + ↵y!xty)2 + ↵2
y!xh

2
y + h2

x

� �
(ty + ↵x!ytx)2 + ↵2

x!yh
2
x + h2

y

� (3)

These values can be compared to those obtained by LD score regression.255
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2.7 Computation of the LD scores256

We first took 4,773,627 SNPs with info (imputation certainty measure) � 0.99 present in the257

association summary files from the second round of GWAS by the Neale lab[19]. This set was258

restricted to 4,650,107 common, high-quality SNPs, defined as being present in both UK10K259

and UK Biobank, having MAF > 1% in both data sets, non-significant (Pdiff > 0.05) allele260

frequency di↵erence between UK Biobank and UK10K and residing outside the HLA region261

(chr6:28.5-33.5Mb). For these SNPs, LD scores and regression weights were computed based on262

3,781 individuals from the UK10K study[20]. To estimate the local LD distribution for each SNP263

(k), characterised by ⇡k, �2
k, we fitted a two-component Gaussian mixture distribution to the264

observed local correlations (focal SNP +/� 2’500 markers with MAF� 0.5% in the UK10K):265

(1) one Gaussian component corresponding to zero correlations, reflecting only measurement266

noise (whose variance is proportional to the inverse of the reference panel size) and (2) a sec-267

ond component with zero mean and a larger variance than the first component (encompassing268

measurement noise plus non-zero LD).269

2.8 Simulation settings270

First, we tested LHC-MR using realistic parameter settings with a mild violation of the classical271

MR assumptions. These standard parameter settings consisted of simulating m = 234,000 SNPs272

for two non-overlapping cohorts of equal size (for simplicity) of nx = ny = 50,000 for each trait.273

X, Y and U were simulated with moderate polygenicity (⇡x = 5⇥ 10�3, ⇡y = 1⇥ 10�2, ⇡u = 5⇥274

10�2), and considerable direct heritability (h2
x = 0.25, h2

y = 0.2, h2
u = 0.3). U had a confounding275

e↵ect on the two traits as such, qx = 0.3, qy = 0.2 (resulting in tx = 0.16, ty = 0.11), and X had276

a direct causal e↵ect on Y (↵x!y = 0.3), while the reverse causal e↵ect from Y to X was set to277

null. Note that in this setting the total heritability of each of these traits is principally driven278

by direct e↵ects and less than 10% of the total heritability is through a confounder and in case279

of Y less than an additional 8% of its total heritability is through X.280

It is important to note that for each tested parameter setting, we generated 50 di↵erent data281

sets, and each data generation underwent a likelihood maximisation of Eq. 2 using 50 starting282

points, and produced estimated parameters corresponding to the highest likelihood (simplified283

schema in Figure S3).284

In the following simulations, we changed various parameters of these standard settings to test285

the robustness of the method. We explored how increased sample size (nx = ny = 500, 000)286

or di↵erences in sample sizes ((nx, ny) = (50, 000, 500, 000) and (nx, ny) = (500, 000, 50, 000))287

influence causal e↵ect estimates of LHC-MR and other MR methods. We also simulated data288

with no causal e↵ect (or with no confounder) and then examined how LHC-MR estimates those289

parameters. Next, we varied our causal e↵ects between the two traits by lowering ↵x!y to 0.1,290

and in another setting by introducing a reverse causal e↵ect (↵y!x = �0.1). In addition, we291

tried to create extremely unfavourable conditions for all MR analyses by varying the confounding292

e↵ects. We did this in several ways: (i) increasing qx and qy (qx = 0.75, qy = 0.50), (ii) having293

a confounder with causal e↵ects of opposite signs on X and Y (qx = 0.3, qy = �0.2). We also294

drastically increased the proportion of SNPs with non-zero e↵ect on traits X, Y and U (⇡x, ⇡y295

and ⇡u = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 respectively). We also simulated data whereby the confounder has lower296

(⇡u = 0.01) polygenicity than the two focal traits.297

Finally, we explored various violations of the assumptions of our model (see Section 2). First,298

we introduced two confounders in the simulated data, once with causal e↵ects on X and Y299

that were concordant (t(1)x = 0.16, t(1)y = 0.11, t(2)x = 0.22, t(2)y = 0.16) in sign, and another with300

discordant e↵ects (t(1)x = 0.16, t(1)y = 0.11, t(2)x = 0.22, t(2)y = �0.16), while still fitting the model301

with only one U . Second, we breached the assumption that the non-zero e↵ects come from a302
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Gaussian distribution. By design, the first three moments of the direct e↵ects are fixed: they303

have zero mean, their variance is defined by the direct heritabilities and they must have zero304

skewness because the e↵ect size distribution has to be symmetrical. Therefore, to violate the305

normality assumption, we varied the kurtosis (2, 3, 5, and 10) of the distribution drawn from306

the Pearson’s distribution family. Third, we tested the assumption of the direct e↵ects on our307

traits coming from a two-component Gaussian mixture by introducing a third component and308

observing how the estimates were e↵ected. In this simulation scenario we introduced a large309

e↵ect third component for X while decreasing the polygenicity of U (⇡x1 = 1 ⇥ 10�4, ⇡x2 =310

1 ⇥ 10�2, h2
x1 = 0.15, h2

x2 = 0.1, ⇡u = 1 ⇥ 10�2).311

2.9 Application to real summary statistics312

Once we demonstrated favourable performance of our method on simulated data, we went on313

to apply LHC-MR to summary statics obtained from the UK Biobank and other meta-analytic314

studies (Table S1) in order to estimate pairwise bi-directional causal e↵ect between 13 complex315

traits. The traits varied between conventional risk factors (such as low education, high body316

mass index (BMI), dislipidemia) and diseases (including diabetes and coronary artery disease317

among others). SNPs with imputation quality greater than 0.99, and minor allele frequency318

(MAF) greater than 0.5% were selected. Moreover, SNPs found within the human leukocyte319

antigen (HLA) region on chromosome 6 were removed due to the abundance of SNPs associated320

with autoimmune and infectious diseases as well as the complicated LD structure present in that321

region. For traits with total heritability below 2.5%, the outgoing causal e↵ect estimates were322

ignored since instrumenting such barely heritable traits is questionable.323

In order to perform LHC-MR between trait pairs, a set of overlapping SNPs was used as input324

for each pair. The e↵ects of these overlapping SNPs were then aligned to the same e↵ect allele325

in both traits. To decrease computation time further (while only minimally reducing power), we326

selected every 10th QC-filtered SNP as input for the analysis. We calculated regression weights327

using the UK10K panel, which may be sub-optimal for summary statistics not coming from the328

UK Biobank, but we have previously shown[21] that estimating LD in a ten-times larger data set329

(UK10K) outweighs the benefit of using smaller, but possibly better-matched European panel330

(1000 Genomes[22]).331

We also ran IVW for each trait pair in both directions to estimate bi-directional causal e↵ects332

as well as LD score regression to get the cross trait intercept term. We then added uniformly333

distributed (⇠ U(�0.1, 0.1)) noise to these pre-estimated parameters to generate starting points334

for the second step of the likelihood optimisation. These closer-to-target starting points did not335

change the optimisation results, simply sped up the likelihood maximisation and increased the336

chances to converge to the same (primary) optimum. The LHC-MR procedure was run for each337

pair of traits 100 times, each using a di↵erent set of randomly generated starting points within338

the ranges of their respective parameters. For the optimisation of the likelihood function (Eq.339

2), we used the R function ’optim’ from the ’stats’ R package[23]. Once we fitted this complete340

model estimating 11 parameters in two steps {ix, iy, ⇡x, ⇡y, h2
x, h

2
y, tx, ty, ↵x!y, ↵y!x, ixy}, we341

then ran block jackknife to obtain the SE of the parameters estimated in the second step:342

{h2
x, h

2
y, tx, ty, ↵x!y, ↵y!x, ixy}.343

To support the existence of the confounders identified by LHC-MR, we used EpiGraphDB[24, 25]
344

to systematically identify those potential confounders. The database provided for each potential345

confounder of a causal relationship, a causal e↵ect on trait X and Y (r1, and r3 in their346

notation), the sign of the ratio of which (sign(r3/r1)) was compared to the sign of the LHC-MR347

estimated ty/tx values representing the strength of the confounder acting on the two traits. We348

restricted our comparison to the sign only, since the r1, r3 values reported in EpiGraphDB are349
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not necessarily on the same scale.350

2.10 Comparison against conventional MR methods and CAUSE351

We compared the causal parameter estimates of the LHC-MR method to those of five conven-352

tional MR approaches (MR-Egger, weighted median, IVW, mode MR, and weighted mode MR)353

using a Z-test[26]. The ’TwoSampleMR’ R package[27] was used to get the causal estimates for354

all the pairwise traits as well as their standard errors from the above-mentioned MR methods.355

The same set of genome-wide SNPs that were used by LHC-MR, were used as input for the356

package. SNPs associated with the exposure were selected to various degrees (for simulation we357

selected SNPs over a range of thresholds: absolute P-value < 5⇥10�4 to < 5⇥10�8), and SNPs358

more strongly associated with the outcome than with the exposure (P-value < 0.05 in one-sided359

t-test) were removed. The default package settings for the clumping of SNPs (r2 = 0.001) were360

used and the analysis was run with no further changes. We tested the agreement between the361

significance and direction of our estimates and that of standard MR methods, with the focus362

being on finding di↵erences in statistical conclusions regarding causal e↵ect sizes.363

We compared our causal estimates from all our simulation settings to the causal estimates364

obtained by running MR-RAPS [11] also using the ’TwoSampleMR’ R package, once by using the365

entire set of SNPs, and another by filtering for SNPs with a significance threshold of < 5⇥10�4.366

We also compared both our simulation as well as real data results against those of CAUSE[10].367

We first generated simulated data under the LHC model and used them as input to estimate the368

causal e↵ect using CAUSE. We then generated simulated data using the CAUSE framework and369

inputted them to LHC-MR (as well as standard MR methods) to estimate the causal parameters.370

Lastly, we compared causal estimates obtained for the 78 trait pairs (156 bi-directional causal371

e↵ects) from LHC-MR to those obtained when running CAUSE.372

3 Results373

3.1 Overview of the method374

We fitted an 11-parameter structural equation model (SEM) (Figure 1) to genome-wide sum-375

mary statistics of two studied complex traits in order to estimate bi-directional causal e↵ects376

between them (for details see Methods). Additional model parameters represent direct heri-377

tabilities for X and Y , confounder e↵ects, cross-trait and individual trait LD score intercepts378

and the polygenicity for X and Y . All SNPs associated with the heritable confounder (U) are379

indirectly associated with X and Y with e↵ects that are proportional (ratio ty/tx). SNPs that380

are directly associated with X (and not with U) are also associated with Y with proportional381

e↵ects (ratio 1/↵x!y). Finally, SNPs that are directly Y -associated are also X-associated with382

a proportionality ratio of 1/↵y!x. These three groups of SNPs are illustrated on the �x-vs-�y383

scatter plot (Figure S2). In simple terms, the aim of our method is to identify the di↵erent384

clusters, estimate the slopes and distinguish which corresponds to the causal- and confounder385

e↵ects. In this paper, we focus on the properties of the maximum likelihood estimates (and their386

variances) for the bi-directional causal e↵ects arising from our SEM.387

3.2 Simulation results388

We started o↵ with a realistic simulation setting of 234,000 SNPs on chromosome 10 (LD patterns389

used from the UK10K panel) and 50,000 samples for both traits. Traits X,Y and confounder U390

had average polygenicity (⇡x = 5⇥ 10�3, ⇡y = 1⇥ 10�2, ⇡u = 5⇥ 10�2), with substantial direct391

heritability for X and Y (h2
x = 0.25, h2

y = 0.2), mild confounding (tx = 0.16, ty = 0.11) and a392
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causal e↵ect between X and Y (↵x!y = 0.3, ↵y!x = 0). Note that with these settings, SNPs393

associated with U would violate the InSIDE assumption but might still be used by conventional394

MR methods. Under this standard setting, there were no genome-wide significant SNPs for395

standard MR methods, and estimates derived using SNPs with a p-value < 5 ⇥ 10�6 showed a396

downward bias for all MR methods (Figure 2 panel a). MR-RAPS using filtered SNPs (p-value397

< 5⇥10�4) was similarly downward biased whereas MR-RAPS using the entire set of SNPs was398

upward biased with the least amount of variance compared to all methods including LHC-MR.399

LHC-MR in this scenario slightly over estimated the causal e↵ect in comparison but had the400

smallest RMSE after MR-RAPS (0.13 vs 0.06, Supplementary Table S2).401

We ran all our simulation scenarios with a smaller and a larger sample size (50,000 and 500,000)402

and observed that the relative performance of the methods were in some cases sample size403

specific. Smaller sample sizes often meant that standard MR methods had little to no IVs404

reaching genome-wide (GW) significance and hence we were forced to use IVs from less stringent405

thresholds (< 5 ⇥ 10�4 and < 5 ⇥ 10�6). Therefore, the causal e↵ects were estimated with a406

substantial downward bias due to weak instrument bias (and winner’s curse). LHC-MR in these407

cases was able to estimate the causal e↵ect with less bias but with a larger variance compared408

to most standard MR methods – still outperforming them in terms of RMSE in most settings.409

In the larger sample size setting, standard MR methods had IVs for every threshold cuto↵.410

However, a pattern also observed with smaller sample sizes, but to a lesser extent, the causal411

estimates of some methods changed (either in mean or in variance, most noticeably observed412

in weighted median and IVW) as the threshold became more stringent. This is of particular413

concern and highlights that while in this simulation setting the 5 ⇥ 10�8 threshold may have414

optimally cancelled out the di↵erent biases for IVW (downward bias due to winner’s curse and415

weak instrument bias, upward bias due to genetic confounding), its estimate remains strongly416

setting-dependent. LHC-MR has performed reasonably well, exhibiting lower RMSE than most417

other methods, except for IVW and MR-RAPS for the 5 ⇥ 10�4 threshold (Figure S4 panel a).418

However, we observed that the performance of MR-RAPs is particularly setting- and threshold419

dependent.420

Furthermore, unequal sample sizes for the two traits showed an underestimation of the causal421

e↵ects for almost all MR methods, while LHC-MR remained the most accurate in the case where422

nx (50,000) was smaller than ny (500,000). However, the performances in the reverse scenario,423

where nx was larger in size, were akin to the large sample size standard setting, where only IVW424

and filtered MR-RAPS (< 5 ⇥ 10�4) showed superior performance to LHC-MR both in terms425

of bias and variance (see Figure S5).426

When testing scenarios in the absence of a causal- or a confounder e↵ect (imitating the classical427

MR assumptions), with a smaller causal e↵ect (↵x!y = 0.1), or with both forward- and reverse428

causal e↵ects, we note that LHC-MR outperforms the standard MR methods as well as MR-429

RAPS in all these scenarios.430

When there was no causal e↵ect (↵x!y = 0), LHC-MR had the smallest bias out of all the431

methods in both sample sizes (0.004 in both, Figure S6 panel a and Figure S7 panel a). The432

variance of the LHC-MR estimates in the larger sample size was much lower (0.0001 vs 0.01),433

similarly the other methods had a smaller variance in larger sample sizes and had more clearly434

seen upward biased estimates. The increased upward bias of standard MR methods is due to435

the fact that confounder-associated SNPs could only be detected in larger sample size and those436

lead to positive bias (due to the concordant e↵ect of the confounder on the two traits). Note437

that the variance of standard MR methods are low simply because, in these settings, we were438

forced to lower the instrument selection threshold, hence artificially included many (potentially439

invalid) instruments, which lowers the estimator variance while increasing bias. MR-RAPS440

greatly overestimates the causal e↵ects when the sample size is larger.441
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Figure 2: Simulation results under various scenarios. These Raincloud boxplots[28] represent
the distribution of parameter estimates from 50 di↵erent data generations under various conditions. For
each generation, standard MR methods as well as our LHC-MR were used to estimate a causal e↵ect.
The true values of the parameters used in the data generations are represented by the blue dots/lines.
a Estimation under standard settings (⇡x = 5 ⇥ 10�3, ⇡y = 1 ⇥ 10�2, ⇡u = 5 ⇥ 10�2, h2

x = 0.25, h2
y =

0.2, h2
u = 0.3, tx = 0.16, ty = 0.11). b Addition of a reverse causal e↵ect ↵y!x = �0.2. c Confounder

with opposite causal e↵ects on X and Y (tx = 0.16, ty = �0.11).16
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In the absence of a confounder e↵ect, there is not much of a di↵erence between the two sample442

sizes; standard MR methods have a large variance and are downward biased, LHC-MR is less443

biased compared to them but MR-RAPS performs best with the least bias and variance when all444

the SNPs are used as instruments (Figure S6 panel b and Figure S7 panel b). Trying a smaller445

causal e↵ect led to an upward bias for all MR methods including both filterings of MR-RAPS446

in the larger sample size. Alternately, when nx = ny = 50, 000, the MR methods are downward447

biased (Figures S6 panel c and Figures S7 panel c). Lastly, when a (negative) reverse causal448

e↵ect is introduced, all MR methods and MR-RAPS are negatively biased in their estimation449

of the causal e↵ect (see Figure 2 panel b). LHC-MR has a much smaller bias for the forward450

causal e↵ect estimate in this case, and a generally small bias for the reverse causal e↵ect in both451

sample sizes (0.05 for n = 50, 000 and 0.03 for n = 500, 000, Figure S4 panel b).452

Increasing the indirect genetic e↵ects, by intensifying the contribution of the confounder to X453

and Y (tx = 0.41, ty = 0.27), led to a general over estimation of the causal e↵ects by all methods454

including LHC-MR, though more drastically seen in standard MR methods and MR-RAPS in455

larger sample sizes, when there is su�cient power to pick up these confounder-associated SNPs.456

The causal e↵ect estimates of standard MR methods in the smaller sample size were much less457

a↵ected by the presence of a strong confounder compared to LHC-MR and MR-RAPS (Figure458

S8). The reason for this is that the confounder-associated SNPs remain undetectable at lower459

sample size and hence instruments will not violate the classical MR assumptions.460

Further testing the e↵ects of the confounder trait on the causal estimation, we tested the impact461

of confounders with opposite e↵ects on X and Y . We observe a major underestimation of the462

causal e↵ects for standard MR methods as well as MR-RAPS, whereas LHC-MR performs better463

for both sample sizes (RMSE = 0.01 and 0.1 for larger and smaller n respectively), see Figures464

2 panel c and S4 panel c.465

Our LHC-MR method is influenced by the unlikely scenario of extreme polygenicity for traits466

X, Y and U , and it su↵ers from increased bias and variance regardless of sample size (see Figure467

S9). Standard MR methods as well as filtered MR-RAPS underestimated the causal e↵ect468

when n = 50, 000. Some also underestimated ↵x!y when n = 500, 000, with the exception of469

IVW, Mode and filtered MR-RAPS, that outperformed the rest. Decreasing the proportion of470

confounder-associated SNPs to 1% only, does not seem to a↵ect our method and shows similar471

results to the standard setting (Figure S10).472

Furthermore, we simulated summary statistics, where (contrary to our modelling assumptions)473

the X � Y relationship has two confounders, U1 and U2. When the ratio of the causal e↵ects474

of these two confounders on X and Y (q(1)x /q(1)y and q(2)x /q(2)y respectively) agreed in sign, the475

corresponding causal e↵ects of standard MR methods were over-estimated in larger sample sizes476

and, conversely, underestimated in smaller sample sizes (Figures S11 and S12, panels a). LHC-477

MR and weighted median performed better however in larger sample sizes and had a bias of 0.03478

and 0.07 respectively. However, when the signs were opposite (q(1)x = 0.3, q(1)y = 0.2 for U1 and479

q(2)x = 0.3, q(2)y = �0.2 for U2), conventional MR methods and MR-RAPS in this case almost all480

underestimated the causal e↵ect regardless of sample size. LHC-MR outperformed them both481

in the larger sample size (bias of 0.007) and in the smaller sample size (bias of �0.003), see482

Figures S11 and S12, panels b.483

Finally, we explored how sensitive our method is to di↵erent violations of our modelling assump-484

tions. First, we simulated summary statistics when the underlying non-zero e↵ects come from a485

non-Gaussian distribution. Interestingly, we observed that, for smaller sample sizes, the variance486

of the causal e↵ect estimate was dependent on the kurtosis for most MR methods. LHC-MR487

estimations yielded slightly more pronounced upward bias than IVW, while still exhibiting the488

lowest RMSE among all methods (Figure 3 panel a). Similar results are seen in larger sample489
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Figure 3: Simulation results under various scenarios. These Raincloud boxplots[28] represent
the distribution of parameter estimates from 50 di↵erent data generations under various conditions. For
each generation, standard MR methods as well as our LHC-MR were used to estimate a causal e↵ect.
The true values of the parameters used in the data generations are represented by the blue dots/lines. a
The di↵erent coloured boxplots represent the underlying non-normal distribution used in the simulation
of the three �x, �x, �u vectors associated to their respective traits. The Pearson distributions had the
same zero mean and skewness, however their kurtosis ranged between 2 and 10, including the kurtosis of
3, which corresponds to a normal distribution assumed by our model. The standard MR results reported
had IVs selected with a p-value threshold of 5⇥ 10�6. b Addition of a third component for exposure X,
while decreasing the strength of U . True parameter values are in colour, blue and red for each component
(⇡x1 = 1 ⇥ 10�4, ⇡x2 = 1 ⇥ 10�2, h2

x1 = 0.15, h2
x2 = 0.1).
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size with smaller variance for all methods under all degrees of kurtosis except for IVW, which490

showed a better performance than LHC-MR (Figure S13 panel a). Second, we simulated e↵ect491

sizes coming from a three-component Gaussian mixture distribution (null/small/large e↵ects),492

instead of the classical spike-and-slab assumption of our model. The smaller sample size esti-493

mates mirror those of the standard setting with n also equal to 50, 000 (see Figure 3 panel b).494

However, in the larger sample size, LHC-MR overestimates the causal e↵ect. This bias could be495

due to the merging of true e↵ect estimates with confounder e↵ect leading to an overestimation496

of ↵x!y (Figure S13 panel b). MR-Egger, IVW and filtered MR-RAPS have the smallest RMSE497

in this case.498

3.2.1 Comparing CAUSE and LHC-MR499

When running CAUSE on data simulated using the LHC-MR model framework in order to500

estimate a causal e↵ect (� in their notation), we investigated three di↵erent scenarios, each with501

multiple data generations: one where the underlying model has a shared factor/confounder with502

e↵ect on both exposure and outcome only, another where the underlying model has a causal503

e↵ect of 0.3 only, a third where the underlying model has both a causal e↵ect and a shared504

factor. The data generated using the LHC-MR model was done under the standard settings505

(⇡x = 5⇥ 10�3, ⇡y = 1⇥ 10�2, ⇡u = 5⇥ 10�2, h2
x = 0.25, h2

y = 0.2, h2
u = 0.3, tx = 0.16, ty = 0.11,506

↵x!y = 0.3, ↵y!x = 0, m = 234, 000, nx = ny = 50, 000). For each setting, 50 di↵erent507

replications were investigated.508

In the case of an underlying shared e↵ect only, CAUSE preferred the sharing model 100% of509

the time, and thus there was no causal estimation, however it underestimated both eta and q.510

When there was an underlying causal e↵ect only, CAUSE preferred the causal model only 4%511

of the times, where it slightly underestimated the causal e↵ect (b� = 0.241). Although the true512

values of ⌘ and q are null in this scenario, the sharing model returned estimates for these two513

parameters overestimating them both (probably driven by their priors), as seen in Figure S14.514

In the third case, and in the presence of both, CAUSE preferred the sharing model in 48 of the515

50 simulations, yet it underestimated ⌘ (corresponding to ty/tx for our model) but overestimated516

q (t2x/(t2x + h2
x) in our model) (mean of 0.566 and 0.222 respectively where the true values are517

0.667 and 0.097) showing a similar estimation pattern to the second case. Interestingly, in larger518

sample sizes, CAUSE selects the correct model 100% of the time, but still underestimates �, see519

Figure S15.520

In the reverse situation, where data was generated using the CAUSE framework (with parameters521

h1 = h2 = 0.25, m = 97, 450, N1 = N2 = 50, 000) and LHC-MR was used to estimate the causal522

e↵ect, we saw the following results (see Figure S16). First, when we generated data in the523

absence of causal e↵ect (� = 0, ⌘ =
p

0.05, q = 0.1), CAUSE does extremely well in estimating524

a null causal e↵ect 100% of the time. Standard MR methods yield a slight overestimation of525

the (null) causal e↵ect with varying degrees of variance, whereas LHC-MR shows both a greater526

variance and an upward bias – still leading to a causal e↵ect compatible with zero. Second, in the527

absence of a confounder combined with non-zero causal e↵ect (� =
p

0.05 = 0.22, ⌘ = 0, q = 0),528

CAUSE underestimates the causal e↵ect (b� = 0.18) compared to LHC-MR which overestimates529

the causal e↵ect: the mean of the estimates was 0.38 (over the 50 runs). Finally, in the presence530

of both a confounder and a causal e↵ect (� =
p

0.05, ⌘ =
p

0.05, q = 0.1), CAUSE slightly531

underestimates the causal e↵ect (b� = 0.20), whereas LHC-MR overestimates the e↵ects and532

shows estimates reaching the boundaries 11 out of 50 times (mean of the converged b� = 0.39533

over the 39 data simulations, see Figure S16 panel c) – indicating that this setting of the534

CAUSE model is not compatible with the LHC-MR model framework. Interestingly, classical535

MR methods outperform CAUSE in this case. Note that in the interest of run time we used less536
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SNPs (than usual) for parameter estimations. The analysis was repeated for a larger sample size537

of 500, 000 (Figure S17), with more favourable results for LHC-MR. In the absence of a causal538

e↵ect, we had similar results to smaller sample sizes, whereas in the absence of a shared e↵ect,539

LHC-MR estimates the causal e↵ect accurately with a mean of 0.22, CAUSE underestimates540

it and the rest of the MR methods are less biased. In the presence of both causal and shared541

factor, CAUSE recovers the causal e↵ect. IVW, unlike the other MR methods and CAUSE, is542

more a↵ected by the presence of the confounder, while LHC-MR exhibits upward bias with a543

mean estimate of 0.27.544

3.3 Application to association summary statistics of complex traits545

We applied our LHC-MR and other MR methods to estimate all pairwise causal e↵ects between546

13 complex traits (156 causal relationships in both directions). Our results are presented as a547

heatmap in Figure 4 (and are detailed in Supplementary Table S3). Further, we calculated the548

alternate set of estimated parameters that naturally results from our model (for reference see549

Sections 2.2 and Supplementary materials 1.1). Among trait pairs for which the exposure had550

su�cient heritability (> 2.5%), the alternate parameters of a 102 trait pairs were within the551

possible ranges mentioned in methods (i.e. the confounder and the exposure are interchange-552

able). However, for all of these pairs, the alternative parameter optima lead to lower direct-553

than indirect heritability, which we deem unrealistic. Therefore, we report only the primary set554

of estimated optimal parameters in the main results and provide the alternative parameters in555

the Supplementary Table S4. The comparison of the results obtained by LHC-MR and stan-556

dard MR methods is detailed below and more extensively in Supplementary Tables S5-S6. In557

summary, LHC-MR provided reliable causal e↵ect estimates for 132 out of 156 exposure traits558

(i.e. those exposures had an estimated total heritability greater than 2.5%). These estimates559

were compared to five di↵erent MR methods. Seventy-four causal relationships were deemed560

significant by LHC-MR. Furthermore, for 117 out of those 132 comparable causal relationships,561

our LHC-MR causal e↵ect estimates were concordant (not significantly di↵erent) with at least562

two out of five standard MR methods’ estimates.563

By simply comparing the significance status and the direction of the causal e↵ects between the564

methods, we see that LHC-MR agrees in sign and significance (or the lack there of) with at least565

3 MR methods 77 times. For 31 relationships, LHC-MR results lead to di↵erent conclusions566

than those of standard MR methods. For 28 of those, LHC-MR identified a causal e↵ect missed567

by all standard MR methods. For the other three, we observed a disagreement in sign: LDL568

has a negative e↵ect on BMI according to weighted mode and weighted median, whereas we569

show a positive e↵ect, HDL and LDL show a negative bi-directional causal e↵ect for weighted570

mode but a positive bi-directional e↵ect with LHC-MR. Despite the conflicting evidence for the571

causal relationship of LDL on BMI, studies have shown that the relationship between them is572

non-linear[29], possibly explaining the discrepancy between the results.573

LHC-MR agreed with most MR estimates and confirmed many previous findings, such as in-574

creased BMI leading to elevated blood pressure[30, 31], diabetes mellitus[32, 33] (DM), myocardial575

infarction[34] (MI) and coronary artery disease[35] (CAD). Furthermore, we confirmed previous576

results[36] that diabetes increases SBP (↵̂x!y = 0.39 � P = 1.70 ⇥ 10�9).577

Interestingly, it revealed that higher BMI increases smoking intensity, concordant with other578

studies[37, 38]. It has also shown the protective e↵ect of education against a range of diseases579

(e.g. CAD and diabetes[39, 40]) and risk factors such as smoking[41, 42], in agreement with previous580

observational and MR studies. Probably reflecting lifestyle change recommendations by medical581

doctors upon disease diagnosis, statin use is greatly increased when being diagnosed with CAD,582

(systolic) hypertension, dislipidemia, and diabetes as is shown by both LHC-MR and standard583

MR methods.584
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Figure 4: Heatmap representing the bi-directional causal relationship between the 13 UK
Biobank traits. The causal e↵ect estimates in coloured tiles all have a significant p-values surviving
Bonferroni multiple testing correction with a threshold of 3.2 ⇥ 10�4. We did not report an estimated
causal e↵ects for exposures with an estimated total heritability less than 2.5%. White tiles show an
absence of a significant causal e↵ect estimate.
Abbreviations: BMI: Body Mass Index, BWeight: Birth Weight, CAD: coronary artery disease, DM: Dia-
betes Mellitus, Edu: Years of Education, HDL: High-density Lipoprotein LDL: Low-density Lipoprotein,
MI: Myocardial Infarction, PSmoke: # of Cigarettes Previously Smoked, SBP: Systolic Blood Pressure,
SHeight: Standing Height, SVstat: Medication Simvastatin

Furthermore, causal e↵ects of height on CAD, DM and SBP have been previously examined in585

large MR studies[43, 44]. LHC-MR, agreeing with these claims, did not find significant evidence to586

support the e↵ect of height on DM, but did find a significant protective e↵ect on CAD and SBP.587

However, unlike the first two, the relationship between height and SBP also revealed the existence588

of a confounder with causal e↵ects 0.14 (P = 9.2⇥ 10�11) and 0.11 (P = 3.39⇥ 10�8) on height589

and SBP respectively. Another example of a trait pair for which LHC-MR found an opposite590

sign confounder e↵ect is HDL and its protective e↵ect on SBP. The confounder had a positive591

e↵ect ratio of ty/tx = 0.84, opposing the negative causal e↵ect of ↵̂x!y = �0.13 supported by592

observational studies[45]. This causal e↵ect was not found by any other MR method.593

It is important to note that while the e↵ects of parental exposures on o↵spring outcomes can be594

seen as genetic confounding, LHC-MR would not be able to distinguish parental and o↵spring595

causal e↵ects, because the LHC-MR model assumes that there is no correlation between the596

genetic e↵ects on the exposure and the genetic e↵ects on the confounder (which is not the597

case of parental vs o↵spring traits). Thus, LHC-MR causal e↵ect estimates are just as likely598

to reflect parental e↵ects as any other MR method [46]. This may be the case, for example,599
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for the detrimental e↵ect of increased (parental) BMI on education (supported by longitudinal600

studies[47]), the positive e↵ect of (parental) height on birth weight[48], or on education[49]. There601

are also some associations identified only by LHC-MR that might reflect parental e↵ects: the602

negative causal e↵ect of CAD on education or on birth weight, the positive impact of HDL on603

birth weight, or DM reducing height. All these pair associations uniquely found by LHC-MR604

are examples of LHC-MR’s use of whole-genome SNPs instead of GW-significant SNPs only,605

as our estimates are of larger magnitude than those found by standard MR. Interestingly, for606

the CAD!birth weight relationship, LHC-MR revealed a confounder of opposite causal e↵ects,607

which could have masked/mitigated the causal e↵ect of standard MR methods.608

A systematic comparison between IVW and LHC-MR has shown generally good agreement609

between the two methods, which is illustrated in Figure 5. To identify discrepancies between610

our causal estimates and those of the standard MR results, we grouped the estimates into several611

categories, either non-significant p-value for both or either, significant with an agreeing sign for612

the causal estimate, or significant with a disagreeing sign. The diagonal (seen in Figure 5)613

representing the agreement in significance status and sign between the two methods, is heavily614

populated. On the other hand, 34 pairs have causal links that are significantly non-zero according615

to LHC-MR, but are non-significant for IVW, while the opposite is true for seven pairs. We616

believe that many of these seven pairs may be false positives, since four of them are picked up617

by no other MR method, two are confirmed by only one other method and the last one by two618

methods. Further comparisons of significance between LHC-MR estimates and the remaining619

standard MR methods can be found in Table S7.620
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Figure 5: A scatter plot of the causal e↵ect estimates between LHC-MR and IVW. To
improve visibility, non-significant estimates by both methods are placed at the origin, while significant
estimates by both methods appear on the diagonal with 95% CI error bars.

LHC-MR identified a confounder for 16 trait pairs out of the possible 78. In order to support621
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these findings, we used EpiGraphDB[24, 25] to systematically identify those potential confounders.622

EpiGraphDB could identify reliable confounders for ten out of the 16 trait pairs. Notably, for623

the birth weight - diabetes pair, the average epigraph confounder-e↵ect ratio (r3/r1) clearly624

agreed in sign with our ty/tx ratio, indicating that the characteristics of the confounder(s)625

evidenced by LHC-MR agree with those found in an exhaustive confounder search, and are626

mainly obesity-related traits (Figure S18 panel a). Six other trait pairs showed mixed signs of627

di↵erent confounders, indicating the possibility of having heterogeneous confounders (Figure S18628

panels b-e). Finally, three trait pairs showed a disagreement between our estimated confounder629

e↵ect ratio and the bulk of those found by epighraphDB as seen in Supplementary Figure S18630

panels f-j. However, at least one of the top ten potential confounders showed e↵ects that are in631

agreement with our ratio for each of these pairs. Note that since the reported causal e↵ects of632

the confounders on X and Y reported in EpiGraphDB are not necessarily on the same scale, we633

do not expect the magnitudes to agree.634
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Figure 6: Scatter plot comparing the genetic correlation for each trait obtained from LDSC
against the value calculated using parameter estimates from the LHC-MR model. A 95% CI
is shown for each point. Values from both methods are reported in Supplementary Table S9.

As described in the methods (Eq. 3), genetic correlation can be computed from our estimated635

model parameters. To verify that the fitted LHC-MR model leads to a genetic correlation sim-636

ilar to the one obtained from LD score regression[50] (LDSC), we compared whether the two637

approaches produce similar genetic correlation estimates. We did this by taking the estimated638

parameters obtained from the 200 block jackknife to estimate the genetic correlations between639

traits (and their standard errors), and plotted them against LD score regression values as seen640

in Figure 6. As expected, we observe an overall good agreement between the estimates of the641

two methods, with only six trait pairs di↵ering in sign. Of these six, only 2 were nominally642

significantly di↵erent between the two methods (LDL!Asthma and LDL!DM). Further de-643

composition of the genetic covariance into heritable confounder-led or causal e↵ect-led revealed644
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that most of the genetic covariance between traits can be attributed to bi-directional causal645

e↵ects. A reason for this could be that confounders would need to have very strong e↵ects646

to substantially contribute to the genetic correlation (⇡ tx · ty) compared to the bi-directional647

causal e↵ects (⇡ ↵2
x!y · h2

x + ↵2
y!x · h2

y).648

As for the comparison of LHC-MR against CAUSE for real trait pairs, we ran CAUSE on all649

156 trait pairs (bi-directional), and extracted the parameter estimates that corresponded to650

the methods winning model. The p-value threshold was corrected for multiple testing and was651

equivalent to 0.05/156. Based on that threshold, the p-value that compared between the causal652

and the sharing model of CAUSE was used to choose one of the two. Then the parameters653

estimated from the winning model, � (only for causal model), ⌘ and q, were compared to their654

counterparts in LHC-MR. A visual comparison of LHC-MR’s causal estimates and those of655

CAUSE can be seen in Figure S19.656

Whenever the causal e↵ect estimates were significant both for CAUSE and LHC-MR (30 causal657

relationships), they always agreed in sign (Table S8) with a high Pearson correlation of 0.592.658

Calculating the correlation for their estimates regardless of significance yielded a smaller value of659

0.377. When compared to the causal e↵ect estimate from IVW, LHC-MR was strongly correlated660

(0.585), whereas CAUSE had a slightly weaker correlation (0.471) using all estimates.661

Similarly, the significant confounder e↵ect ratio of LHC-MR (ty/tx) can be compared to the662

significant confounder e↵ect estimate of CAUSE (⌘) when a sharing model is chosen. These663

12 confounding quantities by CAUSE and LHC-MR disagreed in sign for all but one trait pair664

(Height!MI), with a Pearson correlation compatible with zero (�0.357 (95% CI [-0.77, 0.27]))665

.666
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4 Discussion667

We have developed a structural equation (mixed e↵ect) model to account for a latent heritable668

confounder (U) of an exposure (X) - outcome (Y ) relationship in order to estimate bi-directional669

causal e↵ects between the two traits (X and Y ). The method, termed LHC-MR, fits this model670

to association summary statistics of genome-wide genetic markers to estimate various global671

characteristics of these traits, including bi-directional causal e↵ects, confounder e↵ects, direct672

heritabilities, polygenicities, and population stratification.673

We first demonstrated through simulations that in most scenarios, the method produces causal674

e↵ect estimates with substantially less bias and variance (in larger sample sizes) than other MR675

tools. The direction and magnitude of the bias of classical MR approaches varied across scenarios676

and sample sizes. This bias was mainly influenced by two often opposite forces: downward677

bias resulting from winner’s curse and weak instruments, and upward bias due to a positive678

confounder of the X � Y relationship, evident in larger sample sizes. In the scenario lacking a679

confounder (thus respecting all MR assumptions), MR methods were distinctly underestimating680

the causal e↵ect, except for LHC-MR and to a better extent MR-RAPS. However, under standard681

settings with an added small heritable confounder and no reverse causality present, all classical682

MR methods still slightly underestimated the causal e↵ect in smaller sample sizes, except for the683

MR-RAPS estimate which was now overestimated. For the same standard setting scenario but684

in a larger sample size where confounder e↵ects were more detectable, IVW had an estimation685

that was close to the true causal value chosen (↵x!y = 0.3) due to the opposite biases cancelling686

out. However, when the causal e↵ect was set to be smaller (↵x!y = 0.1), the estimates of IVW687

became biased. More substantial violations of classical MR assumptions, such as the presence688

of negative-e↵ect confounder or a negative reverse causal e↵ect, led to more substantial biases689

that impacted all methods (including MR-RAPS) except LHC-MR.690

Interestingly, in smaller sample sizes, standard MR methods showed a slight decreasing trend in691

the variance of the causal e↵ect estimate as the kurtosis of the underlying e↵ect size distribution692

went up from 2 to 10. On the other hand, LHC-MR did not show a similar trend with growing693

kurtosis, and estimated the causal e↵ect with a smaller bias. As confounder causal e↵ects (qx,694

qy) increased, classical MR methods (except weighted ones) were prone to produce overestimated695

causal e↵ects with at least twice the bias than that of LHC-MR, especially in larger sample sizes696

where the confounder-associated SNPs make it to the set of GW-significant instruments for all697

methods. Furthermore, mode-based estimators were robust to the presence of two concordant698

confounders, yet their bias was still 10-fold higher than LHC-MR’s, and they did not perform699

as well in the presence of discordant confounders. In summary, LHC-MR was robust to a wide700

range of violations of the classical MR assumptions and was less impacted than standard MR701

methods. Thus it outperformed all MR methods in virtually all tested scenarios, many of which702

violated even its own modelling assumptions.703

We then applied our method to summary statistics of 13 complex traits from large studies,704

including the UK Biobank. We observed a general trend in our results that (in agreement with705

epidemiological studies) higher BMI and LDL are risk factors for most diseases such as diabetes706

and CAD. We also note the protective e↵ect HDL has on these same diseases. Moreover, we707

observe many disease traits increasing the intake of lipid-lowering medication (simvastatin),708

reflecting the recommendation/treatment of medical personnel following the diagnosis.709

LHC-MR can have discordant results compared to other MR methods for many possible reasons.710

The positive causal e↵ect of smoking on MI, diabetes on asthma, the protective impact of higher711

birth weight on asthma, or higher education on smoking intensity, all of which were missed by712

standard MR could reflect the increased power of LHC-MR with its use of full-genome SNPs as713

opposed to genome-wide significant SNPs of classical MR approaches. Estimates from classical714
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MR methods could also be impacted by sample overlap between the exposure and outcome data-715

sets, whereas LHC-MR takes this into account. However, when using large sample sizes, the bias716

due to sample overlap is expected to be very small, and therefore not su�cient to explain any717

discrepancy in the results[51]. Another possible reason for the discrepancy between our findings718

and those of standard MR methods is the presence of a significant heritable confounder found719

by LHC-MR with opposite e↵ect to the estimated causal e↵ect between the pair. These two720

opposite forces lead to association summary statistics that may be compatible with reduced (or721

even null) causal e↵ect when the confounder is ignored. Possible examples of this scenario can722

be observed for when (parental) traits, e.g. diabetes and CAD, act on birth weight. These pairs723

have a confounder of opposite e↵ects, possibly related to (parental) obesity. Similarly, standard724

MR methods show little evidence for a causal e↵ect of SBP on height, while our LHC-MR725

estimate is �0.37 (P = 4.81⇥ 10�8) which most probably reflects parental (maternal) e↵ects as726

seen in previous studies[52, 53]. The protective e↵ect of HDL on SBP is another example where a727

confounder of opposite sign to that of the causal e↵ect allows it to be uniquely found by LHC-728

MR. LHC-MR assumes no genetic correlation between the confounder and the direct e↵ects on729

the exposure, which may be violated when the confounder is the same trait as the exposure,730

but in the parent. Such parental e↵ects can mislead most MR methods [54], including ours,731

and hence we may observe biased results for traits such as BMI!education and HDL!birth732

weight.733

Sixteen trait pairs showed a strong confounder e↵ect, in the form of significant tx and ty esti-734

mates. These pairs were investigated for the presence of confounders using EpiGraphDB, and 10735

of them returned possible confounders. The bulk of such pairs returned confounders with both736

agreeing and disagreeing e↵ect directions on X and Y , making it di�cult to pinpoint a group of737

concordant and dominant confounders. However, for the birth weight-DM pair, where LHC-MR738

identifies a negative reverse causal e↵ect and a confounder with e↵ects tx = 0.10(P = 6.77⇥10�8)739

and ty = 0.15(P = 3.13 ⇥ 10�7) on birth weight and DM respectively, EpigraphDB confirmed740

several confounders related to body fat distribution and weight that matched in sign with our741

estimated confounder e↵ect (Figure S18 panel a). Note that EpiGraphDB causal estimates are742

not necessarily on the scale of SD outcome di↵erence upon 1 SD exposure change scale, hence743

they are not directly comparable with the ty/tx ratio, but are rather indicative of the sign of744

the causal e↵ect ratio of the confounder. Furthermore, if EpigraphDB does not find a causal745

relationship between the trait pair in either directions, then it does not return any possible con-746

founders of the two, a reason why only 10 out of 16 confounder-associated trait pairs returned747

any hits.748

Lastly, our comparison of the genetic correlations calculated from our estimated parameters749

against those calculated from LD score regression showed good concordance, confirming that750

the detailed genetic architecture proposed by our model is compatible with the observed genetic751

covariance. The major di↵erence between the genetic correlation obtained by LD score regres-752

sion vs LHC-MR is that our model approximates all existing confounders by a single latent753

variable, which may be inaccurate when multiple ones exist with highly variable ty/tx ratios.754

Furthermore, LHC-MR decomposed the observed genetic correlation into confounder and bi-755

directional causality driven components, revealing that most genetic correlations are primarily756

driven by bi-directional causal e↵ects. Note that we have much higher statistical power to de-757

tect situations when the confounder e↵ects are of opposite sign compared to the causal e↵ects,758

because opposing genetic components are more distinct.759

To our knowledge only two recent papers use similar models and genome-wide summary statis-760

tics. The LCV approach[55] is a special case of our model, where the causal e↵ects are not761

included in the model, but they estimate the confounder e↵ect mixed with the causal e↵ect to762
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estimate a quantity of genetic causality proportion (GCP). In agreement with others[10, 56], we763

would not interpret non-zero GCP as evidence for causal e↵ect. Moreover, in other simulation764

settings, LCV has shown very low power to detect causal e↵ects (by rejecting GCP=0) (Fig S15765

in Howey et al.[57]). Another very recent approach, CAUSE[10], proposes a structural equation766

mixed e↵ect model similar to ours. However, there are several di↵erences between LHC-MR767

and CAUSE: (a) we allow for bi-directional causal e↵ects and model them simultaneously, while768

CAUSE is fitted twice for each direction of causal e↵ect; (b) they first use an adaptive shrinkage769

method to integrate out the multivariable SNP e↵ects and then go on to estimate other model770

parameters, while we fit all parameters at once; (c) CAUSE estimates the correlation parameter771

empirically; (d) we assume that direct e↵ects come from a two-component Gaussian mixture,772

while they allow for larger number of components; (e) their likelihood function does not explicitly773

model the shift between univariate vs multivariate e↵ects (i.e. the LD); (f) CAUSE adds a prior774

distribution for the causal/confounder e↵ects and the proportion ⇡u, while LHC-MR does not;775

(g) to calculate the significance of the causal e↵ect they estimate the di↵erence in the expected776

log point-wise posterior density and its variance through importance sampling, whereas we use777

a simple block jackknife method. Because of point (a), the CAUSE model can be viewed as a778

special case of ours when there is no reverse causal e↵ect. We have the advantage of fitting all779

parameters simultaneously, while they only approximate this procedure. Although they allow780

for more than a two-component Gaussian mixture, for most traits with realistic sample sizes we781

do not have enough power to distinguish whether two or more components fit the data better.782

Therefore, we believe that a two component Gaussian is a reasonable simplification. Due to the783

more complicated approach described in points (e-g), CAUSE is computationally more intense784

than LHC-MR, taking up to 1.25 CPU-hours in contrast to our 2.5 CPU-minute run time for a785

single starting point optimisation (which is massively parallelisable).786

When we compared the performance of CAUSE and LHC-MR, we found that for large sample787

sizes both LHC-MR and CAUSE performed well not only when applied to data simulated by788

their own model, but also by the model of the other method. For smaller sample sizes, both789

methods performed poorly when applied to data generated by the other model. However, LHC-790

MR was less biased when applied to data generated by its own model than CAUSE was on791

data simulated based on its own model, where it provided rather conservative estimates. This792

is somewhat expected, since the primary aim of CAUSE is model selection and it is less geared793

towards parameter estimation, especially for settings where both sharing and causal e↵ects are794

present (leading to very broad estimates). Also, CAUSE parameter estimates have shown to be795

somewhat sensitive to the choice of the prior.796

Finally, when applying both LHC-MR and CAUSE to 156 complex trait pairs, we observed797

that the causal e↵ects are reasonably well correlated (0.38 for all estimates, 0.59 for significant798

estimates) and agree in sign for trait pairs deemed significantly causal by either or both methods.799

In addition, LHC-MR causal estimates were more similar to those of IVW than the estimates800

provided by CAUSE. Surprisingly, when a confounding factor was identified by both methods,801

the confounder e↵ects (LHC-MR ty/tx ratio and CAUSE ⌘ parameter) were uncorrelated. There802

are two possible explanations for this: (i) CAUSE may confuse/merge the confounder with the803

reverse causal e↵ect, since it does not explicitly model the latter one. (ii) The two models assume804

di↵erent marginal e↵ect size distributions, hence when multiple heterogeneous confounders exist,805

one method may detect one of the confounders, while the other method picks up the other806

confounder, depending on which has more similar genetic architecture to the assumed one.807

Our approach has its own limitations, which we list below. Like any MR method, LHC-MR pro-808

vides biased causal e↵ect estimates if the input summary statistics are flawed (e.g. not corrected809

for complex population stratification, parental/dynasty e↵ects). As mentioned in the Methods810
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section, our model is strictly-speaking unidentifiable and two distinct sets of parameters fit the811

data equally well, if the alternate set of parameters fall within the parameter ranges. As opposed812

to classical MR methods that give a single (biased) causal e↵ect estimate, ours can detect and813

calculate the competing model. Due to biological considerations, from these competing models,814

we chose the one which yielded larger direct heritability than confounder-driven (indirect) heri-815

tability. Additional pointers to decide which parameter optimum we choose can be to pick the816

one with smaller magnitude of causal e↵ects (large causal e↵ects are unrealistic) or pick the one817

that includes causal e↵ects that agree better with those of other MR methods.818

LHC-MR is not an optimal solution for traits whose genetic architecture substantially deviates819

from a two-component Gaussian mixture of e↵ect sizes. Also, for traits with low heritability820

(< 2.5%), it is particularly important to compare the causal e↵ect estimates to those from821

standard MR methods as results from LHC-MR may be less robust. In addition, trait pairs822

with multiple confounders with heterogeneous e↵ect ratios can violate the single confounder823

assumption of the LHC model and can lead to biased causal e↵ect estimates. Finally, LHC-MR,824

like other methods, is not immune to parental e↵ects that are correlated with o↵spring e↵ects.825

In such cases, the parental e↵ect is grouped with the exposure (due to their strong genetic826

correlation) and not viewed as a confounder of the exposure-outcome relationship.827
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